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Preface.
who is Ziggmunde J Sinnette.
He is a recently retired Armed Services officer.
He is 64 years old and has a lifetime of experience in bush craft,
observation and survival skills.
He is a recognised rocket propulsion engineer.
with a good practicable grounding in ” Physics”
[Newtonian, sub particle to astro and space.]
He is the founder or MfPP.
[Missiles for peaceful purposes]
An organisation to forward the use of rocket technology as an
educational tool, and promote the peaceful use of this technology
, that benefits and does not destroy life or ultimately mankind,
and the planet itself.
With Dutch collogue frank de -Bourwer he holds the attitude
record for a European independently funded project. The rocket
he designed and they launched reached 15 km and was safely
recovered with all systems working.
In his formative years he lived and worked on a large west country
Estate with coppice, water ways, ponds ,deciduous forest, game
birds and much more. He was once an avid cricketer and an
accomplished fly fisherman.
He was / is an engineer ,
who has worked within structural,mechanical / electrical and
physical engineering fields for most of his life.
He is the river warden, with a passion for the restoration of this
fine water course and an ardent conservationist.
Who does not have, a need to put any letter's after his name.
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2006.

VISUAL / PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA.

I started my survey where the river turns sharply to the right
when it leaves the playing fields behind Beddington village hall.
This is the position of the first weir/race and spill.
At high water or river in flood ,this weir spills water into the
wilderness gardens directly behind the old Orangery.
This part of the river complex is very clean compared to regions
down stream.
The spill pond in the garden is healthy and shows signs of diverse
wildlife , small fish and aquatic invertebrates.
I have seen as many as four Kingfisher's at work here during my
survey.
There is some rubbish and the fence and stile, at the entrance
could be refurbished, this would give added security to the site for
both wild life and the conservation volunteers that work very hard
to maintain this environment.

spill pond wilderness garden Autumn 2005.

Inflow to spill pond in wilderness garden. spring 2006.

looking down the river from the first 90% bend from the first weir.

The spill pond outputs back in to the river at the bottom of this
piece of land,and the river from the race to this reunion is in the
best condition I have found in this study.
Its original weirs are complete and still work well,there is little
silting up and the gravel bed is fairly clean,there is diverse life here
which supports many bird species.
[A perfect site for reintroduction of water voles]

foot bridge section spring 2006.

From the wilderness area the river runs in a deep channel and
exits under the foot bridge, which supports the foot path to the field
directly behind the manor house
[ Carew manor. ]
At this point things begin to change dramatically, the river
shows signs of silting ,the banks are contaminated with
rubbish and generally look unkempt as this picture indicates.
The river has some debris in it, and the appearance of the river
bed is devoid of life and heavily silted.
The only wild life I saw were rats.
There were no birds to speak of, no wild foul, no fish and no
aquatic pants growing in the water course.
To be blunt yet truthful, the reach from here to the first road bridge,
at Beddington park cottages is pretty sterile.
The next picture shows the view north towards Beddington
cottages.

At this point we encounter the first land water and drainage inputs.
It has proved hard to find the precise nature and source places to
this system. Although cross reference of 19 century and currant
drainage maps indicates their possible inputs are from Bedding ton
lane and the industrial area to the east [ Asda, Wickes sites]
and the council estates to the south and the Wandle park
tributary?.In my survey I have crawled into the entrance ways of
this system and found little evidence of the oil pollution I had been
led to believe, has been entering the river from this place .
Although this remains a source of possible contamination at some
future time.
There is scope for the placing of a filter system to lessen the
impact of such an event should it happen.
I will go into this in further depth later in this document.

Storm water inputs land drain

Inside of water culvert in previous photo
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From here to the road bridge at Bedding ton park cottages and its
spill .The river is completely silted, and the gravel bed is almost
totally covered ,
There is no aquatic plant life, no invertebrates ,no fish .
The water course has litter and discarded rubbish in it and is
devoid of life.[except the intrepid rats]

river looking west towards road bridge and spill.

River adjacent to Flow monitoring station..spring 2006

The spill was built by the National Rivers Agency when this body
was responsible for the water course,and was part of their flow
monitoring system .
I am Informed by the council that this is no longer operational, and
does not monitor the river flow, or control the output level of the
new sluice they installed in the millpond at the Grange,around the
same time.
As to the spill ,I cannot see what this was / or is supposed to do.
From my measurements it has to fill to depth of about four feet to
start spilling into the spill basin and drain off channel.
This has not happened in the time I have been associated with the
park. The water in this basin and its drainage channel is stagnant
and comes mainly from seepage and rain.
The cut formed from brickwork in the river now has at least a foot
of silt in it.

Flow monitoring/Spill station and cut.

We are now at the first road bridge at Bedding ton park cottages
and the first section of my survey will end here .
I feel that to section the river course in three reaches is
advantageous at this point ,and make suggestions for remedial
programs of the future easier to comprehend.
The last photographs are of the spill basin and channel and the
road bridge itself.

The second reach from beddington cottages to the
stone bridge.
The structure that I refer to as the cut.
Is the strange brick built object in the river on the east side of the
bridge at beddington cottages.
I have discovered something it does, that is it collects sand.
The silt sand deposited when the organic materials were washed
down stream , after bank collapse and erosion on the last reach.
Are collected by this device, it is a trap which ,only finest particles
get through.
This is now causing its own problems on the next reach.
Between this structure and the canons bridge the river bed is
becoming smothered by fine silt and becoming in habitable to all
but a few Sticklebacks.
Where there were shoals of dace and minnows,
which were fished by a pair Kingfisher's only a year or so ago.
There is all but a few tiny fish, and not a lot of them.
There is rubbish and some bank deterioration and silting but the
river bed is dying and the stretch is becoming clogged with sand.

Fine sand silts choking river bed near the canon's bridge.

There are more input points along the south side of the water
course between the bridges directly behind the east lodge.
They maybe connected to conduits and land drainage pipes.
They do not run water and look to be of some age.
They do not pose any threat to the health of the river at this time.
As I can not connect them to the land and gutter drains on the road
way from Church Rd to the cottages and beyond into the park.
Most of these drains are blocked and do not drain away, storm
water as should do.
In hindsight this is lucky break for the water course .

Disused input culvert on the south side of the river bank close to
the canons bridge.
This runs dry and unlike the one on the west side of canon's bridge
is not associated with any drainage.

The fine sands, which are washing down the river are scrubbing
the aquatic plants that are struggling to hold on to life in the reach
around the west side of The Cannons bridge .
There is very little of this aquatic weed in the hole water course
and it is fast disappearing from the river entirely.
There is only this one area that I have found this particular type of
water plant in the hole length of the watercourse's as the traverse
the parks.

The Canon's Bridge.

Water weed on river bed west of canon;s bridge.

The canon's bridge looking east with the dove cote in the distance.

This section of river runs in a stone sided channel that is in good
general repair ,other than the odd missing coping stones which are
in the river between this point and the weir further down stream,
according to the drainage plans the bared culvert is connected
directly to the gullied road drainage on Church Rd.
The water in it seemed to be static and does not demonstrate a
flow.
At this time I see not threat to the river from this source.

Stone lined banks to the weir in the west.

The river from here to the weir runs fairly swift and clean with little
litter and silt on it's bed.
Around the bottom of the weir are some large rocks and deep
pools with larvae and small fish.
From here on is a different storey the river banks are seriously
eroding and this is the main contributor to the silt up problems
further on upstream at the millpond neck.
The surrounding land on both sides of the water course is really a
flood plain, areas of which are below the bed level of the river so
this is a natural place for the river to try and spill out.
The bank boarding is broken or missing the best part of the way to
the footbridge and a weir has been removed some time ago.
This has left the flow output , that feeds the stock pond high and
dry a foot above the normal water level.
This is the input source for the pond ,and with out it the only water
to flush this pond comes from rainfall or the little ground water that
seeps into this pipe.
This has led to the stagnation and low depth of water in this
structure.
I will talk more of this stock pond and secondary water courses in
the last section of this report.

Water flow input to stock pond to the north or the river.

The next set of photographs are of the bank damage and erosion
on both sides of the foot bridge in the water meadow area of the
water course.
I think they are self explanatory.

Water meadow flood plain looking south towards Croydon Rd.

collapsed bank reviling land drainage pipe on the south river bank.

Footbridge over river at the water meadow looking east up stream towards the weir.

The water level west of this bridge is usually shallow many young
mums and small children use it to paddle in the banks are getting
increasingly muddier and the banks on both sides are rapidly
retreating.

Small silt Island in mid river west of the bridge on the south side
here is a nature pond that has little life in it except for mossies and
I recently informed a newt ? I can't say I have seen this creature
myself.

This is the view down stream towards the 90% turn at the bottom
of the mature boggy wood on the north bank of the river.
Where the river slows at the turn it has dumped bank eroded up
stream as silt beds on the north side of the river.
They now have their own plant life consisting of water Iris and
sedge with large clumps of impatiens glandulifera in the summer .
They are now acting as new banks and adding to the problem.
At the same point there is a brick culvert that runs water all the
time .
There follows photographs of the silted up river bank.
A full explanation of the inputs in to the river.
Is in a separate part of this document about secondary water
courses .

This is the culvert and its stream running parallel to the river at the
90% bend.
Recently it has been the source of oil and tar contamination to the
water course. This was documented and investigated at the time
and will be laid out later in this document.
At present this input flows unchecked into the water course and
poses a major threat to the health on the river and the next section
of the water course beyond our stewardship.
There are solutions to reduce the pollution from this input and its
direct effect on the water course which I will address later on.

The ditch that carries the tributary into the river is foul water and
silts.
This has some vegetation growing in it water vetch and yellow Iris
there are remarkably shrimps in the pool when the water is clear.
Lately it is been quite foul smelling, rubbish strewn and filthy.
The point were this re-enters the river it is heavily silted and lower
than the river bed .
This is the site of another removed weir.
The river here now runs shallow and slow and is a much used site
as the bank erosion indicates on the north side the is an input from
the artesian well on the edge of the wood .The walls of the well are
now destroyed and lie inside it ,yet it flows all year round in the
channel it has cut itself in the chalk sub soil, and enters the river
under the broken foot path that crosses it.

The next view is toward the last reach of the river as in approaches
the tight turn under the stone bridge.
There are more evidence of silting up here with a new silt Island.
Now with its own flora,it is threatening to clog up the water course.
I also include some photographs that illustrate how log siding does
not always work well ,as it tends to undermine the banks and lead
to collapsed.
And the removal of bank boards leads to the bad bank erosion ,like
that at the turn of the river under the bridge.

The banks here at the Stone bridge are rapidly being washed
away as the currant strengthens through the turn under the
bridge.
This is now right up to the ornate carved relief work made of stone
that flanks the bridge on either side .
This is now in danger of being undermined on the north side and
will be lost if this were to happen.
The bridge itself is showing signs of wear. I have noticed some
cracks in the coin work at the bass of the bridge, this may turn out
to be old movement or may be the result of heavier traffic than it
was built for .
It is a Victorian carriage bridge and not built to sustain the modern
traffic it has today . I include some photographs and will keep an
eye on it and report accordingly.

The stone bridge turn, this illustrates the bank erosion problems
that are a threat to the bridge stonework.

The stone carriage bridge the convenient place to end the second
reach of the survey . The last photographs show cracks in stone
work of this structure.

photographs of the damaged stone work on
The stone bridge.

THE THIRD REACH FROM THE STONE BRIDGE TO
THE NECK OF THE MILLPOND.

This may seem a short reach but there is a lot of things that do not
happen as they were intended to do in this space.
The banks on the south side that is the wetland area are over
growing the bank boards and taking up in the silts deposited
against these boards.
The north bank is stone faced and capped, this is in a good state
of repair all the way to the scar's of the now removed flow weir.

Bank flora / sedges taking up in the silts.

The next photographs shows the scar's of the first or top flow weir
that was removed some time ago. This structure was designed I
believe to keep the river hight at the bottom of the stone
argumentation on the liners of the bridge .
This is nearly a foot higher than it flows today, the dressed stone
relief's on this stonework are only cut on the top course ,the coarse
below it is roughly finished and was never meant to be seen as it
was below the water line.
Clever blokes them Victorians decorated everything but never
wasted labour.

Scar's left after removal of flow weir.

The next view is of the millpond neck, from the site of the lost flow
weir. This is where the real problems are as the photographs of
this area show.

This was once a wide, deep expanse of water. It would have
formed the head for a two weir,balanced flow system that feed the
millpond via the southern arm of the river.
And balanced that flow via a paddled weir, on the north arm at the
neck.

The concrete plinth with hole ,all that remains of the lower flow weir.

I have an archive photograph that shows this weir with water
spraying out of it ,this indicates a moveable top board, when lifted
a little the back presume causes this effect.
All that remains of this structure is the large concrete plinth in the
river coarse.
Some time ago this had a large hole smashed in it to let the water
flow in to the millpond all this has achieved is to gouge a large
channel in the millpond bed and concentrate the flow in a very
narrow band in to the millpond.
This as added the build up of wind fall and leaf litter in the channel
between the middle and the largest Island.
The river now dissipates its flow energy rushing through this
narrow flow and hence there is little currant from this point on.
The natural place for the river to flow is round the back arm now
completely,choked with the dumped bank erosion materials as silt,
these are contaminated with rotting organic materials, litter and
foul water.
This now,has completely closed of this part of the water course
and it has become a stagnant quagmire with lots of rats.
The large Island, was once the best space for nesting wild foul.
It provided a secure environment for them,
it is now connected to the main land via the silt barrier which has
given easy access to large predictors that live in the park,mainly
foxes although as we found recently, humans have made this
there home for a while.
Sadly few fowl nest there today, it has a lot of small birds .
The main being robins and wrens the odd thrush and blackbird, a
lot of squirrels and lots of rats.
This part of the millpond is now under threat, the large rat colony
and the stagnant water. Are harbourers of leptospirosis / weil's
disease .
These are contractable to most mammals and pose a risk to dogs
and humans alike.
I am Informed by my vet, foxes are now being found as carriers of
these diseases.
As I'm shore most people know there are other illnesses and
diseases that can be found in these conditions so I feel I do not
need to explain that these pose a risk.
The next set of photographs illustrates the situation and are self
explanatory .

This is the flow /no return weir, it is now completely silted up and is
a land bridge to the large Island.
This weir would stop the water flow backing up when the millpond
was full.
The ground being lower at the bottom of the south arm of the river
keeps the flow, and this weir would keep the momentum of this
flow constant.
The river was designed in the late Victorian times, as part of the
millpond to work in this way it is a man made structure and not of
any natural formation.
The perfectly balanced system of water flow and depth
management kept a good flow rate though the system, and kept
leaf litter and silt to a minimum and this in turn kept the water
wheels clean and free from fouling.
The erosion of bank material up stream and the removal of the
water management in the form of weirs and devices has led to this
situation . There is now urgent call to reverse this decline and
repair the damages to this environment .
This document is primarily designed to complement any
applications for the finances to under take any restoration projects
with precise visual and documented evidence.
This ends the third reach of the river.
The last set of photographs is of the south arm of the river they
show the stagnated state of this part of the water course.
And I believe that they are self explanatory.

The Grange Millpond and its weirs ,eel traps
and sluices.
There needs to be some explanation at this point to the nature of
devices placed in a water course, that manage or give control to
the dynamics of the system.
There description and function , to most people a weir is just a
weir.
WIER'S
Weir's can be static, they can be adjustable ,they can filter.
They all usually are used to hold a head of water, that is to hold
back the river flow until a specific volume is attained.
And then to allow this to spill over and continue to flow.
This gives inertia to the water course / energy from this keeps the
water oxygenated clean and provides currant.
This also means a clean riverbed .

Sluices.
Sluices are devices to take away over volume .
This means an over flow basically, a channel to remove water from
the head [millpond] to a lower level by gravity.
They are usually man-made, can be mechanised and have gates
to shut of the flow, or be static and designed to do a direct job.
There are both on the grange millpond .
A mechanised one at the far end the old mill site, with a gate valve
next to it.
And a static one at the midpoint on the grange side of the millpond.

eel traps
These are self explanatory, they catch eel's.
Eel traps are stepped troughs down the spill side of a weir.
They are designed to catch eel's that are flushed from the head
when the millpond source is in flood .
This is supposed to stop eel's heading down river to sea.
In Victorian times ,this was food for the pot.

I have never seen any eel's in the river or its water courses, that is
not to say there isn't the odd one or two in the millpond.
Or have I seen any wiggling in the traps when the weir has been
spilling.

static sluice at the mid point of the millpond.

Mechanical sluice at the head of the millpond.

This the gate valve next to the weir on the millpond head this is to
basically undo the tap and let every thing out.
The next set of photographs are of both ends of this device.

Archive photo / with permission of Sutton heritage media studies.

The back side of the gate valve, this is a late Victorian feature and
may have been used to control input to the wheel race .
I have little doubt that will still function today.
This is in the spill channel on the lowest level of the millpond
complex there follow some photographs or this area.

Eel trap on the spill side of the weir lower spill level near London
Rd bridge at the bottom of the millpond.

Looking down the lower level spill channel towards London Rd
bridge.

Sluice channel looking towards the lower level spill level.

Sluice channel from mid section static sluice,this is beside the
millpond at a much lower level.
I will address these water courses later on in full.
The next section is on the millpond itself, its heath and condition
the wild life in and on it .
And the progress of pending new lives as the water fowl start
nesting.

The Grange Millpond and its wildlife.
There follows a set of photographs of the millpond which
documents visually the wild life and the condition of this structure.

The largest Island and the silted up channel between it and the
middle Island.

The middle Island ,since it was servilely cut back before the spring.
No water fowl have chosen to nest on this platform to date.

The foot bridge over the millpond from the lime grove, Croydon Rd
entrance to the Grange gardens.
This clearly illustrates the amount of silt in the millpond and the
covering of leaf litter, and the shallow water depth.

Millpond bed smothered by leaf litter and silts underneath the
foot bridge pictured above.

Wild life on the millpond, and an unusual nesting place for a
moorhen.
This nest is four feet above the water and three feet out from the
Island.
The swans have egg's and so do the coot's and the ducks are all
in a good condition, and the little grebe's are constantly on the go
fishing and catching sticklebacks.
There are no herons so far this year,but we have recently had a
visit from a cormorant.

This coot seems to be colour concious, and is an ardent recycler.
The next one goes in for the minimalist style.

This is the half way seat beneath a large weeping willow,this looks
west to the millpond head on the grange garden side.
There are a lot of wood pigeon's this year, and bat boxes have
been fixed to pond side trees with the hope of attracting more bats
to the small colonies that we already have in residency .
There are several species here already, taking advantage of the
abundant mossies on the millpond in high summer.

Moving on down this side of the millpond, from the last photograph
we come to the first sluce this a static type and is functioning well.
It has a few holes in it's spill plates these could be easily repaired.
The channel which carries away its flow is in good working order
and is very ornate with it's footbridge and water falls and flora.

From this bridge the foot path leads along the side of the millpond
at its deepest place , there are no railings of any kind here and no
danger signs to tell any one of this.
To the bottom bridge over the weir with it's eel traps, over another
small foot bridge over the head sluice flow channel and to the car
park at the London Rd bridge entrance.

The view of the eel traps from the foot path over the weir.
The next picture is of the mechanical sluce head from this foot
path over its flow channel.

The next views are from the south side of millpond and are general
photographs and show the layout of this structure.

Looking towards the old mill site on London Rd.
This is roughly half way along the pond on the south side, this is
the deepest part of the millpond.
The foot bridge weir and sluice can be seen in the background.
The black metal and brick structure next to it is the gate valve, the
next page has a close up of this structure.

This is the gate valve out lined in the section on weirs, the water
depth here is approximately six or eight feet.

Half way down the south side looking across the millpond to the
static sluice on the grange side.
The next view looks at the north Island and the lime grove side of
the metal foot bridge.
The north Island is the primary site of nesting for the water fowl, it
to has a thriving colony of rats.
The swans who unfortunately lost all of their signets last year,
have built a large nest here and I await any hatches.
While he sits she patrols the millpond fiercely defending the nest
site.

The nest site on the north Island, the next set of photographs show
the state of the now cut of and still arm of the river.
This end of the millpond has three foot of silt and leaf litter on the
bottom,in general .
The silt and leaf litter in the bottom arm is rotting in the stagnant
water.
These pictures show the state of this part of the water course.

Southern end or the large Island and lower arm of the river.

Looking back towards the foot bridge showing the rubbish and
organic materials that litter this arm of the river.
This is now starting to grow algae,as the sun light returns.

This ends this section of my survey, this is the south arm river bed
with rotting leaf litter and with the next picture we are back at the
silted up neck of the millpond and have circumnavigated the hole
structure.

THE HEALTH OF THE MILLPOND AND
IT'S INHABITANTS .
The general health of the millpond is good, that of the rats is
excellent.
There is a very diverse collection of creatures in this habitat and all
of the are doing well,Yesterday I saw the first ducklings of this year
on the millpond.
The wild fowl are nesting and a lot are now sitting on eggs .There
are a lot of wrens in the under growth of the large Island, many
more than I've seen at one time in as long as I can remember.
There are lots of small birds in this tangled mini forest, it is a
unique place and is now becoming spoiled by the derogation and
silting of the water course.
It is the home ground of a fit and healthy, well fed colony of brown
rats.
There is silt and leaf litter every where in this millpond hence the is
no noticeable plant life in its waters .
There are fish, some large and some small.
The little grebes that we have as residents are constantly on the
go and catch nearly every time they dive.
They eat fish small dace ,minnows and fry of any species .
If there wasn't any food they would not stay here.
There are no shoals of silver fish ,Dace,Bream,Roach,Rudd ect .
Any that were here and their fry were probably eaten by the herons
last year.
There are a large shoal or two of Chub.
These roam around the input at the millpond neck and live around
the gulley that the river has carved from the bed as it current is
forced through the hole, that has been cut in to the weir base.
The main of these fish do not venture into the rest of the millpond.
They do swim up the river to the stone bridge when there is
enough water depth.
Running with the large Chub ,there are a few yet unidentified fish
that are large and are not of the same species , I have seen one
that looks to have spots and may turn out to be a trout.
Trout will readily rise for a fly or two,and as the season moves on
we will see if they do.
There are reports from nick fogg of medium size carp at the sluice
end and I can say that I have seen one last year.

This year I have seen a Tench in this part of the millpond which
was of a good size.With Tench were there is one there are usually
a few more lurking around the bottom somewhere.
The water quality is good, the clarity is some times hindered with
smoke.
That is to say the water darkens when there has been rain and
input to the water course.
This is because of silt in the hole river system but does not mean
that much of this gets through and on to the next part of the river
beyond our stewardship.
The rats!
I have often made reference to these creatures in this
document .We have a lot of them in all parts of the parks, and
along the entire water course, they are very well fed from the
bread that is given to the wild fowl on a daily basis .
They have little predation,easy pickings and are thriving and are as
bold as brass.To the other rats the ones that live in tree's, these
are plenty full and doing well for the same reasons as their
cousins.
Last year I saw a lot of bats, as I have said before we have a
healthy colony of bats in both parks and their water courses.
I have not tested the water in the millpond, although a recent
conversation I had with nick fogg established he could do this and
was willing to do this.
The sluce runs waterfalls and channels are teeming with nymphs
shrimps and other invertebrates.
And have lively shoals of sticklebacks, since they has been
cleaned out and the old cans,plastic bags and decaying sticks and
leaf litter removed.
They are now running clear ,clean and full of life. Sticklebacks
brings me to their chief predictor, the king fisher.
Sadly a pair of kingfisher's was found by the grounds men who
work in the park very recently.
This was on the lower water course close to London bridge,and
was the reach they regularly fished.
These are my favourite water birds they live a long time and
usually have fruitful lives ,and are a joy to see on any water
course.
This is a tragic event.
I did not examine these birds, so can not conclusively say that
these deaths weren't of natural causes .
But with a good food source and clement winter weather,and both
found in the same place sounds to suspicious for me.
Any way they are a loss to this water course, and this ends this
part of my document.

Artesian and secondary water courses,
intakes and outputs.
There are a lot of secondary water souses in the two parks and the
adjacent areas. They are mainly artesian in there origins, and
almost all have been modified by man over the years .
What we have in the present day is largely Victorian / Edwardian
adoptions of natural water courses.
I will start with the stock pond , this was not here until the mid
Victorian period.
The ordinance survey map of Surrey ,circa 1800 / 3 does not show
it. By 1830/ 5 this new edition and subsequent editions do.
The term stock pond can be misleading as it refers to a pond dug
or used to water livestock or a place that is used to grow fish for
the table .
I'm sure it was used for the later with a large household of Carew
manor , this evidence pans out when you look at the amount of
water which was established in this period. Around the property
and in the late 19th century when the house became on orphanage
there would have been many hungry mouths to feed ,in a Christian
society and order, Friday would demand a few fish for the table.
This pond was dug out and supplied with fresh water via a pipe
from the river, at the footbridge on the water meadow.
The output is on the west end of the pond and is a trapped sluice
built of brick , and this in turns runs through a pipe to another brick
culvert and mixes with artesian ground water to form the stream
which runs along side the old carriage way from stone bridge to
the London Rd at the west lodge.
In Victorian times this went on to feed the watercress beds at
Hackbridge.
This now is a little unkempt as the photographs show and could do
with a bit of care and cleaning up.
The stock pond is stagnant , it's water bring now captive and only
refreshed by rain and a little ground water that seeps in to the feed
pipe through cracks and joints.
It has no fish in it only a pair of aggressive coots on it and is going
green with algae.
At one end it is apparent how much it has shrunk since its supply
has been isolated by the removal of a weir in the river which
dropped the water level below the input culvert. This end of the
pond is now chocked with bulrush.

There are some water lilly plants growing in it and there are a lot of
wrens and other small birds that live and feed in the tree's and
shrubs that grow on it's fringes.
Sadly it has two foot of leaf litter and rotten organic materials on it's
bed.
As it's size shrinks and the soup that it is becomes more
concentrated it will begin to smell and pose a health hazard to all
park user's.

The stock pond from out put culvert at it's west end. The next
photographs are of the artisan stream this output was designed to
flow into.
This is the out put flow culvert now derelict and without its stone lid
and wooden front paddle .

The stream that runs from ground water and flows along side the
pathway towards London Rd.

This is the London Rd end of this watercourse it now runs in a
ditch and disappears under the road in a modern drain fifty yards
up from the west lodge.

This is a view of the second artisan water course on the grange
park site, it runs as a canal from the bottom of the green metal
footbridge to the car park beside the Grange restaurant.
At the bridge end it has a good foot of leaf litter in it that is rotting
and pretty foul ,this canal could be easily cleaned out and the leaf
litter composted.
Running from this water course at the car park end is another leg
of this system, this is fed in several points by more rising artesian
wells.
This runs through an ornamental pond at the grange restaurant,
and then runs into the river system at the static sluice water falls.
This water course is very magical, clean and diverse there are lots
and dragon flies and damsel flies on the water in high summer.
The next photographs show this water way along its entire length.

artesian well in the grange gardens and the stream that runs past
the restaurant and on to the millpond water course.

The next section in this document is the lower level run from the ell
trap weir to the bridge on the London Rd.
They are self explanatory.

This is the weir pool and race at the bridge on London Rd.
This is in fairly good condition and has small fish and aquatic
invertebrates. And an abundance of aquatic plant life.

View from the London Rd bridge of the race and artesian spills this
has the most plant life in it on the entire water course .

Artesian well from under the grammar school playing field's
This water from this input is very clean indeed.
Next to this is the last water course in the system ,it to is artesian
and is a strange environment with a lot of potential, at present it is
in a sorry state as the photographs illustrate.
Saying this I find this bizarre water and under water landscape
beguiling.
This is the last feature of this survey and concludes my
investigation of the water course's on this river system.

This is the sole resident of this strange little pond, one of a pair of
more hens.
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